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The Flyknit series has garnered excellent feedback from buyers that it is not
surprising how Air Jordan managed to release several versions of the same
silhouette. This year, we welcome the Drop Jordan Retro High Flyknit done in Wolf
Grey coloring.
Air Jordan 1 Retro High Flyknit
Size Run: Mens
Color: Wolf Grey/Golden Harvest-Gum Yellow
Style Code: 919704-025
Release Date: November 1, 2017
Price: $180
Product Design and Colors
One of the new Jordans today, the Air Jordan 11 Win Like 96 Retro High Flyknit
boasts of an exterior that makes it look “knitted” instead of a smooth leather
body.
The wolf grey coloring is fairly familiar for most people nowadays, the shade
hitting that perfect balance of casual and clean. Needless today, the wolf grey
approach makes it very easy to seamlessly include the shoes in your wardrobe for
practically any occasion.
The fact that the shoes make use of a brown contrasting color helps it stand out
even further. The brown can be found on the quarter panel in the image of a Swoosh
logo, beautifully covering a large portion of the kicks. The Wings logo is done in
the same color and takes a prominent place a few inches on top of the Swoosh. Up
front, you’ve got the Cheap Air Max logo in prominent display, still in the same
embossed brown coloring. The outsole of the kicks is also done in a shade of brown
with beautifully ribbed portions for that added grip. The midsole is clean and
unassuming in its whiteness which is as simple as it can get.
The laces are really the downside of the Buty Jordan Sklep Retro High Flyknit
because they’re done in the same shade of grey as the rest of the shoes. Why is
this bad thing? Despite the fact that the overall look works out pretty well, wolf
grey shoelaces can be tough to find in the market – unless you go to a specialized
Air Jordan store of course. Otherwise, you might have a hard time replacing those
laces so better take good care of them.
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